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Designed and Crafted for body and soul

 We believe Empathy will drive us in our endeavor towards a wholesome 
society.  Education, exposure and values with depth will give future gener-
ations the possibility to shape their presents and their futures. Empowering 
those in our supply chain to further empower their future generations to 
finally reach a loving, caring, responsible world populace is a goal we strive 
towards through creativity and genuine craftsmanship in our collection to 
flatter body while satisfying the soul.  

Women’s & Men’s: 20% recycled cotton 



Design Ethos

American heritage combined with Japanese Ethos, Simplicity, and Crafts-
manship heralding iconic silhouettes in fabrics developed to match, while 
being responsible to mother earth.  Waste and toxicity are our major 
concerns, every component in each garment has been integrated with this 
in mind.  We strive to improve on this season after season to minimize 
the impact on our planet.



Pants: organic cotton 70.5%, recycled cotton 28.5% Jacket: 20% recycled cotton; Jeans – 22% recycled cotton 



Organic Cotton

Organic cotton production is 100% pesticide free.  This pre-
vents soil pollution and prevents contamination of groundwa-
ter, making drinking water clean and safe and, as well, reduces 
negative impact on rivers.  Compared to conventional cotton, 
organic cotton has a far lower carbon footprint.  We are proud 
to incorporate the use of organic cotton in many articles in our 
range.

Recycled Cotton 
& Polyester

As reduction of waste for us is a major drive, where possible 
we try to work with fabrics with recycled content.  In the case 
of recycled cotton content we strive and often commission our 
suppliers for Post Consumer Recycled cotton content where 
old jeans are shredded and re-spun into yarn for manufacturing 
the fabric.  When it comes to recycled polyester content, this is 
from recycling of plastic bottles back into pellets and then into 
yarn. Recycling is the ultimate sustainable gesture.

BCI 
(Better Cotton Initiative) 

The BCI is an initiative that develops and promotes good 
farm practices, allowing more cotton to be grown while 
reducing water and chemical use and protecting both 
working conditions and biodiversity.  It is an initiative to 
promote and teach farmers of only necessary use of chem-
icals and pesticides to reduce impact on the environment 
and to Improve livelihoods and economic development 
in cotton producing areas.  All virgin cotton we use is a 
MINIMUM of BCI cotton if not organic or Recycled.

Hemp

Hemp is one of the strongest natural fibres known to 
man.  It is a versatile crop which grows rapidly in var-
ious climates with little or no pesticides and fertilizers 
. It’s also renewable, good for the soil, and is good at 
sequestering carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.  When 
compared, cotton can take over 5,000 gallons to produce 
only 2.2 pounds of cotton, whereas it takes less than 700 
gallons to produce 2.2 pounds of hemp. We love hemp 
and this is reflected in the many beautiful articles in our 
collection with hemp content.



 “A Special denim creation in our 
contemporary tapered fit (regular 
hips and thigh, narrowing at knee, 
calf, and bottom hem) with detailing 
inspired from early jeans made in the 
1880’s during the gold rush. Only the 
most special of fabrics will make it to 
our Tapered Special Archive.”

TA P E R E D  S P E C I A L

Jeans: 21% recycled cotton



BCI Cotton  Organic Cotton BCI Cotton



B L U E  R E I G N 

“One of our iconic jackets in this sea-
son’s highlight fabric, our bold indigo 
cavalry twill.”

Jacket: BCI cotton; Jeans: 21% Recycled cotton



Jacket: 20% recycled cotton; Pants – 20% recycled cotton Pants:  BCI cotton



BCI cotton Pants – BCI cotton, Linen 30%, Wool 30% Jacket 20% recycled cotton



BCI cotton Jeans - Organic Cotton



T H E  T R U C K E R 

 Our take on the traditional Trucker jacket 
with design cues inspired from jeans of the 
1880’s.  A special selvedge denim fabric woven 
on traditional shuttle looms as used in that 
period with the fabric finished so it emulates 
the non-sanforized nature of denim in those 
times.

21% Recycled Cotton



Pants: 20% recycled cotton, 20% recycled polyester; Jacket 20% recycled cotton Pants: BCI cotton, Linen 30%, Wool 30% 



Jacket: BCI cotton; Jeans – 21% Recycled Cotton 
polyester

BCI cotton



Men’s Jeans: Organic Cotton; Women’s Jeans BCI cotton Organic Cotton



T H E  B L A K E 

Paying homage to one of Japan’s 
major fashion revolutions, the Showa 
period, The Blake in both the Mens 
and Womens style takes inspiration 
from silhouettes of that period with 
application of contemporary ele-
ments. 

Pants: Recycled Cotton 5%, Hemp 18% ; Blouse 30% hemp 



Pants: BCI cotton; shirt – Hemp 30% Men’s Jacket: 20% rec cotton; Men’s Pants: 20% recycled cotton; 
Women’s pants - BCI cotton, Linen 30%, Wool 30%



BCI cotton Jeans: organic cotton



20% recycled cotton Jeans : BCI cotton



Men’s Jeans: BCI cotton, Women’s Jeans – BCI cotton



20% recycled cotton BCI cotton



Denim tapestry made entirely with recycled scraps, 
by Pongsakul Chalao


